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ABSTRACT
The formation and evolution of gravitationally bound, star forming substructures in
tidal tails of interacting galaxies, called tidal dwarf galaxies (TDG), has been stud-
ied, until now, only in idealised simulations of individual pairs of interacting galaxies
for pre-determined orbits, mass ratios, and gas fractions. Here, we present the first
identification of TDG candidates in fully cosmological simulations, specifically the
high-resolution simulations of the EAGLE suite. The finite resolution of the simu-
lation limits their ability to predict the exact formation rate and survival timescale
of TDGs, but we show that gravitationally bound baryonic structures in tidal arms
already form in current state-of-the-art cosmological simulations. In this case, the or-
bital parameter, disc orientations as well as stellar and gas masses and the specific
angular momentum of the TDG forming galaxies are a direct consequence of cosmic
structure formation. We identify TDG candidates in a wide range of environments,
such as multiple galaxy mergers, clumpy high-redshift (up to z = 2) galaxies, high-
speed encounters, and tidal interactions with gas-poor galaxies. We present selection
methods, the properties of the identified TDG candidates and a roadmap for more
quantitative analyses using future high-resolution simulations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
When gas-rich disk galaxies interact, the resulting tidal
forces can lead to the formation of extended arms of gas,
dust, and stars. Gaseous over-densities in tidal arms that be-
come self-gravitating can collapse, form stars (e.g. Lisenfeld
et al. 2016), and result in kinematically bound structures
with baryonic masses in the same range as dwarf galaxies
(Barnes & Hernquist 1992).
The formation of such “tidal dwarf galaxies” (TDGs)
has been observed in many interacting galaxies starting with
Mirabel et al. (1992) and Duc & Mirabel (1998). For more
observations see also e.g. Weilbacher et al. (2000) for a sam-
ple of TDGs in 10 interacting galaxies, Mendes de Oliveira
et al. (2001) for 7 TDGs in Stephan’s Quintet, Kaviraj et al.
(2012) for a comprehensive study of the TDGs in the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, and Lee-Waddell et al. (2016) for 3
TDGs in the two interacting groups NGC 4725/47 and NGC
3166/9.
TDGs are most easily identified when they are located
within a tidal arm and their stellar population is still young
? E-mail: ploeckinger@strw.leidenuniv.nl
and therefore brightest. Their later evolutionary stages are
more difficult to observe, although Duc et al. (2014) de-
tected TDG candidates with spectroscopic ages of up to
4 Gyr around the early type galaxy NGC5557. This was
the first observational indication that some TDGs can sur-
vive their early evolutionary phase when they are actively
star-forming and turn into long-lived fossil TDGs. Recently,
Kemp et al. (2016) investigated the tidal filament of NGC
4660 and found faint peaks in the surface brightness. They
speculate that two of these peaks could be evolved TDGs
that are even older than the ones detected in the tail of
NGC5557, but deeper observations are necessary to con-
firm this. Analytic (Ploeckinger 2015) and numerical studies
(e.g. Bournaud & Duc 2006; Recchi et al. 2007; Yang et al.
2014; Ploeckinger et al. 2014, 2015) support the potential
longevity of TDGs.
As TDGs form out of disk material from their host
galaxy and their masses are too low to capture the high
velocity dispersion dark matter particles of the more mas-
sive haloes of their host galaxies, they cannot contain a sig-
nificant amount of dark matter (Barnes & Hernquist 1992;
Bournaud & Duc 2006; Wetzstein et al. 2007). On the con-
trary, hierarchically formed dwarf galaxies are dominated
© 2017 The Authors
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by dark matter in the current cosmological standard model
(ΛCDM, lambda/dark energy and cold dark matter) as their
baryonic matter first condenses in dark matter haloes and
later grows by merging with other dark matter-dominated
structures and smooth accretion.
The expected number density of fossil TDGs in a cos-
mological volume depends on the TDG formation rate and
their average survival timescale, both of which are poten-
tially redshift-dependent. The estimates of the fraction of
dwarf galaxies that could have a TDG origin span a wide
range: from 6% (Kaviraj et al. 2012), 10% (Bournaud &
Duc 2006), 16% (Sweet et al. 2014), 50% (Hunsberger et al.
1996)1, to even 100% (Okazaki & Taniguchi 2000) depending
on the underlying assumptions.
As both the galaxy merger rate and the gas fraction
of the participating galaxies increases with redshift, the for-
mation rate of objects formed in gas-rich encounters is ex-
pected to be redshift dependent. The properties of TDGs
that form at high redshift and their further evolution are
however largely unknown. Do they get disrupted and con-
tribute to the stellar halo of their host galaxy? At low red-
shift interacting galaxies either form compact star clusters
(e.g. Mullan et al. 2011) or extended TDGs in their tidal
arms. Are both channels present for high redshift galaxy
encounters? If young, massive star clusters build up today’s
globular cluster population, what do the high-redshift TDGs
evolve into? Because of their low surface brightness, obser-
vations of the formation of TDGs beyond the local volume
are not yet possible, therefore numerical simulations are nec-
essary to address these questions.
Early simulations from Toomre & Toomre (1972) al-
ready illustrated that the extent and mass of the tidal arms
depends on the geometry of the interaction as well as the
rotation orientation of the galactic disks (prograde or retro-
grade encounter). Recently, Barnes (2016) studied the rela-
tion between the formation of tidal tails and the encounter
geometry in more detail. Similar to studies of tidal features
in galaxy interactions, the formation of TDGs has been in-
vestigated in idealised scenarios, typically containing two ini-
tially isolated (unperturbed) galaxy disks on parabolic orbits
with set mass ratios and gas mass fractions. For example,
Bournaud & Duc (2006) produced a set of 96 N-body simula-
tions of interacting galaxies, varying their relative encounter
velocity, impact parameter, orbit inclination, orbit orienta-
tion (prograde/retrograde), and mass ratios and identified
favourable conditions for TDG formation.
Galaxy mergers in cosmological simulations of repre-
sentative volumes are fully self-consistent in the sense that
the properties of the galaxies (e.g. mass, gas fraction, mor-
phological type, metallicity) as well as the geometry of their
encounters (e.g. peri-centre distance, ellipticity, disk orienta-
tion, prograde/retrograde rotation) are a natural outcome of
their cosmic history and their surrounding large-scale struc-
ture, and are not free parameters. More complicated sys-
tems with more than two interacting galaxies are included
accordingly. Studying TDGs directly in cosmological boxes
rather than in idealised galaxy interactions is therefore the
1 Note that some of the TDGs identified by Hunsberger et al.
(1996) are undetected in narrow-band Hα observations and are
most likely background sources (Eigenthaler et al. 2015).
Table 1. Redshift and lookback times in Gyr for the EAGLE
snapshots considered for the TDGC selection.
Snapshot nr. redshift Lookback time [Gyr]
14 2.24 10.89
15 2.01 10.56
16 1.74 10.07
17 1.49 9.51
18 1.26 8.88
19 1.00 7.97
20 0.87 7.36
21 0.74 6.70
22 0.62 5.99
23 0.50 5.23
24 0.37 4.13
25 0.27 3.25
26 0.18 2.32
27 0.10 1.35
28 0.00 0.00
next logical step to constrain their formation rates and com-
pare their properties to observations, but until recently this
was not possible due to insufficient resolution. Here we use
the high-resolution runs of the EAGLE suite of cosmologi-
cal simulations (Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015) with
initial gas particle masses of 105M which enables us to re-
solve the mass of typical TDGs (around 108M) with several
hundreds of particles. This enables for the first time the iden-
tification of TDGs in a cosmological sample of interacting
galaxies over a large redshift range.
As the minimum gravitational force softening in these
simulations is 0.35 proper kpc, we cannot distinguish be-
tween compact star clusters with a half mass radius of a
few pc and extended TDGs, both of which are observed in
tidal arms (for a review see e.g. Duc & Renaud 2013). We
therefore refer to all identified structures that fulfil the TDG
criteria as TDG candidates or TDGC(s).
The paper is structured as follows: In Sec. 2 we de-
scribe the cosmological simulations and estimate the ex-
pected number of TDGCs by calculating the galaxy merger
rates as well as the selection criteria for the (Sec. 2.3) TDG
candidates. The results are summarised in Sec. 3 and a thor-
ough discussion of the limitations of the current simulations
for the study of TDG and similar anti-hierarchically formed
structures can be found in Sec. 4. We summarize our findings
in Sec. 5. Throughout the paper we denote proper lengths or
distances with the prefix p (e.g. pkpc, pMpc) and comoving
lengths with the prefix c (e.g. ckpc, cMpc).
2 METHOD
2.1 The EAGLE simulations
We study the TDGC population in the high-resolution runs
of the EAGLE suite of cosmological simulations (Schaye
et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015). The EAGLE simulations use
a heavily modified version of the N-body Tree-PM smoothed
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code Gadget (Springel 2005).
The simulations assumed a ΛCDM cosmology with parame-
ters based on the 2013 Planck data release: ΩM = 0.307, ΩΛ=
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0.693,Ωb = 0.048, h = 0.6777, σb = 0.8288 and ns =0.9611
(Planck Collaboration et al. 2014). The package that con-
tains the modifications of the SPH scheme (e.g. pressure-
entropy SPH, energy injection) is referred to as Anarchy
(Dalla Vecchia et al. in prep.) and its key ingredients are
summarized in appendix A of Schaye et al. (2015). A more
detailed description as well as comparison studies with stan-
dard SPH can be found in Schaller et al. (2015).
The simulation imposes a polytropic equation of state
of the form PEOS ∝ ρ4/3 normalised to TEOS = 8000 K at
nH = 0.1 cm−3. This pressure floor ensures that the Jeans
scales are marginally resolved for all gas densities (Schaye
& Dalla Vecchia 2008; Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2012) and
prevents artificial clumping. Stars form stochastically if the
gas temperature is within 0.5 dex of the equation of state
and the gas density exceeds a metallicity dependent density
threshold (for details see Schaye et al. 2015). Stellar feed-
back is implemented stochastically as a way to overcome
the overcooling problem (e.g. Katz et al. 1996) that occurs
when thermal energy is injected into an unresolved multi-
phase ISM (Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2012). While EAGLE
produces realistic galaxy sizes and stellar masses and there-
fore does not suffer from severe overcooling, the stochas-
tic feedback might explain why some EAGLE galaxies have
holes in their H i disks that are a factor of several larger than
observed (Bahe´ et al. 2016). Black hole seeds with masses of
mBH = 105M/h are placed in the centre of every halo with
a total mass greater than 1010M/h that does not already
contain a black hole. These seeds grow by gas accretion or
mergers and feedback from active galactic nuclei is imple-
mented analogously to stellar feedback (see Schaye et al.
2015, for details).
We examine the formation of TDGs in two simulations,
starting from identical initial conditions, of a cubic volume
of side 25 cMpc, realised with 7523 particles of collissionless
dark matter and an initially equal number of gas particles.
The (initial) particle masses are 2.26 × 105M for baryons
and 1.21 × 106M for dark matter and the maximum soft-
ening length is 350 ppc. The two simulations adopt slightly
different values of the parameters governing the efficiency
of feedback processes. RefL0025N0752 uses parameters cal-
ibrated to yield the observed galaxy stellar mass function
and the mass-size relation at z = 0.1 in the largest box (100
cMpc). RecalL0025N0752 adopts parameters calibrated to
yield a good match to these same diagnostics in simula-
tions with the higher resolution we appeal here (for a dis-
cussion on weak and strong convergence see Schaye et al.
2015). The main difference between the two boxes is that in
RefL0025N0752 there are up to twice as many galaxies with
stellar masses of around 109M as observed at z = 0.1 while
RecalL0025N0752 is consistent with the observed number
density.
The aim of the work presented here is to provide a proof
of concept study of the qualitative formation mechanism of
TDGs and a roadmap for future simulations, rather than a
prediction of the formation rate of TDGs. A more quanti-
tative analysis is not yet possible due to the limitations in
resolution (see Sec. 4 for a more detailed discussion). For this
reason both boxes (RefL025N0752 and RecalL025N0752) are
considered for this study.
Structures in EAGLE are identified as following: first,
dark matter particles are grouped into haloes by a friends-
of-friends (FoF) algorithm and baryonic particles (gas and
stars) are assigned to the same FoF halo as their nearest dark
matter neighbour. The subfind algorithm (Springel et al.
2001; Dolag et al. 2009) identifies in a subsequent step lo-
cally over-dense regions based on isodensity contours around
saddle points in density. Finally, subfind removes all parti-
cles within the over-dense region that are not gravitationally
bound, based on their total energy. The result of the algo-
rithm is a therefore a list of gravitationally bound objects
(subhaloes) within each FoF halo. For TDGs and other dark
matter free structures, it is crucial that this step includes all
particle types, as any algorithm that would define subhaloes
based solely on dark matter particles would fail to find po-
tential TDG candidates.
For gas particles, the binding energy of individual parti-
cles has to exceed not only the kinetic, but also the thermal
energy of the gas (Dolag et al. 2009) to be attributed to a
subhalo. This is especially important for TDGs as for them
gas particles are the dominant particle type. Without a halo
of dark matter particles, the term “subhalo” might be mis-
leading, but as it is a widely used term for the results of
structure finding algorithms in cosmological simulations, we
also refer to the identified TDGCs as “subhalos” throughout
the paper. Note, that limiting the sample to self-bound ob-
jects is a conservative approach, as we exclude TDGs that
are transient features based on their internal kinematics, as
suggested for the TDGC in the Antennae galaxies (NGC
4038/39) (Hibbard et al. 2001).
A large number of properties of the identified substruc-
tures, the galaxies within them, as well as the FoF haloes are
publicly available in the EAGLE database (McAlpine et al.
2016) for 29 output times (“snapshots”) between redshifts
20 and 0 (see Table 1). Qu et al. (2017) link the EAGLE
subhaloes across snapshots by tracing their most bound par-
ticles and construct merger trees. Each subhalo/galaxy can
be identified in one snapshot by the identifier of its FoF halo
(“GroupNumber”) in combination with its subhalo identifier
within the FoF halo (“SubGroupNumber”). A special case
in each FoF halo is the subhalo with number 0, which is
the central galaxy of this group. All baryonic particles in a
FoF halo that are not gravitationally bound to any other
subhalo are assigned to subhalo 0 (called the “background
halo” in Springel et al. 2001). Across snapshots the evolu-
tion of galaxies can be followed by their unique identifiers
(“GalaxyID”) and the unique identifiers of their main descen-
dants (“DescendantID”) which is the GalaxyID of the sub-
halo in the next snapshot that contains the largest fraction
of the most bound particles of the galaxy that was originally
selected (for more details see Qu et al. 2017). This means
that subhaloes with the same DescendantIDs will merge into
one gravitationally bound subhalo.
2.2 Merger rates in EAGLE
For a more thorough analysis of mass assembly in EAGLE
in general, we refer to Qu et al. (2017). Here, the EAGLE
database is used to estimate the number of galaxy merger
events between two snapshots that could potentially form
a TDG. From snapshot 15 (z = 2) to 27 (z = 0.1) galaxy
pairs that will merge into the same descendant galaxy were
selected. The query was limited to baryonic masses greater
than 109M for the less massive galaxy and a baryonic mass
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2017)
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Figure 1. Left: Absolute number of selected galaxy mergers
(Mbaryon > 109M, mass ratio > 1 : 10, see text for details) nor-
malized to a 25 cMpc box. Right: As in the left panel but in units
of 10−3 cMpc−3 Gyr−1.
ratio larger than 1:10. We use the stellar and gas masses
within a spherical aperture of 30 pkpc to exclude the mass
of extended gaseous and stellar haloes of high-mass galax-
ies (see Schaye et al. 2015). For comparison with the larger
boxes, we only consider stellar masses of log10 M∗/M < 10.7
as the galaxy stellar mass function is incomplete in the 25
Mpc box for higher masses (see Schaye et al. 2015). The
merger rate evolves smoothly from redshift 2 to 0 for the
larger box sizes (50 and 100 Mpc) while for the smallest
boxes (25 Mpc) the behaviour is more stochastic (Fig. 1
right panel) due to the small number of galaxy mergers in
the full box (Fig. 1 left panel). Both high-resolution sim-
ulations (RefL0025N0752 and RecalL0025N0752) trace the
merger rates of the larger boxes well, but the total num-
bers are very low, with the re-calibrated simulation (Re-
calL0025N0752) including slightly fewer mergers than the
reference simulation. Note that the exact merger rate for a
given redshift could potentially depend on the halo finding
algorithm (see Sec. 4 for a discussion).
The criteria for identifying the hosts of the TDGCs
adopted here are not very strict. Bournaud & Duc (2006)
found that interactions with mass ratios between 4:1 and
1:8 favour the formation of long-lived TDGs and simula-
tions by Wetzstein et al. (2007) highlight the importance
of a significant gas content for triggering the collapse of an
overdense structure within a tidal arm into a TDG. As sub-
find can significantly underestimate the mass ratios during
major mergers (see Sec. 4), it is not advisable to restrict the
mass ratio too much at this step, even though the problem
can be reduced by using aperture gas and stellar masses, as
is done here.
From Fig. 1 we conclude that, depending on the number
of TDGs formed per merger event, the maximum number of
TDGs that are expected to form in each snapshot in the
simulated cosmological box could be very low (less than a
few).
2.3 Selecting TDG candidates
In a first step, TDG candidates are selected by querying the
EAGLE database for sub-haloes between redshifts 2 and
0 that do not have any dark matter or black hole parti-
cles associated with them (MTDGC,DM = 0, MTDGC,BH = 0)
and that have gas masses above MTDG,gas. The fiducial min-
imum TDG gas mass here is MTDGC,gas > 107 M and there-
fore very close to the resolution limit of the simulation (see
Sec. 4 for a discussion). As star formation in EAGLE is
implemented stochastically and is not fully sampled in low-
mass structures such as TDGs, we only require the stellar
mass to be non-zero, which yields a minimum stellar mass
of MTDGC,? > 2.26×105 M (one star particle) in the fiducial
database query. As we want to use the offset with respect to
the stellar mass-metallicity relation as an independent diag-
nostic quantity in a later step, we do not include TDGCs
that consist of gas particles alone. This means that some
objects could be missing purely because they stochastically
do not form a single star particle while another object with
the same properties does. The number of identified TDG
candidates is therefore a lower limit, not only because of the
possibly unresolved gas collapse (see the discussion on the
artificial pressure floor in Sec. 4), but also because of the
poorly sampled stellar population.
In addition to the criteria above, the selected TDG
candidates are required to be located between distances
of dTDGC−host > 2 × Rh,gas and dTDGC−host < min(20 ×
Rh,gas, 200 pkpc) from another galaxy whose gas mass is at
least 10 times higher than the TDG candidate or has
Mhost,gas > 109 M. Here Rh,gas is the radius that encloses
half the gas mass of the subhalo of the more massive galaxy.
Especially for central galaxies Rh,gas is an inaccurate measure
of the disk size as it includes all gas bound to the subhalo.
The additional limit on the distance dTDGC−host of 200 pkpc
ensures that TDGCs are still located in the vicinity of the
host galaxy. This citerion is motivated by the assumption
that the resolution is inadequate to follow the evolution of
TDGCs over a long time out to larger distances from their
host galaxies.
The minimum distance between a TDGC and its host
galaxy is important to avoid the misidentification of self-
bound substructures within a galactic disk as TDG candi-
dates. While it is possible to miss the population of TDGs
that form close to the disk and fall back on a short timescale,
the most long-lived TDGs are expected to form close to the
tip of the tidal arm (e.g. Bournaud & Duc 2006) and there-
fore clearly outside the disk of their host galaxy. The chosen
parameter values are as liberal as possible because TDGs
should also be identified in situations that were not acces-
sible before, such as TDG formation at higher redshifts or
in more complicated interaction geometries. In the next step
their tidal origin is verified and from the objects that are ex-
cluded we can learn about the limitations of selecting TDG
candidates purely based on the subhalo properties stored in
the EAGLE database.
As TDGs originate from a more massive host galaxy, it
is necessary to obtain information about their progenitors for
a verification of a tidal origin of the TDG candidates. Merger
trees that are set up to trace hierarchical structure formation
cannot be used directly for the anti-hierarchical formation
of TDGs, where lower mass galaxies originate from more
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2017)
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Figure 2. TDGC Ref-1: Neutral hydrogen column density along the line of sight in greyscale for all particles that belong to the same
FoF halo as the TDGC and its host galaxy for three different projections along the simulation axes (y-x, z-x, y-z from left to right).
The bottom row presents the gas distribution for the snapshot in which the candidate is selected and the top row shows the previous
snapshot. The red squares indicate the position of the TDGC in the bottom row and in the top row they mark the positions of the
individual traced back TDGC particles. The blue circle shows the centre of potential of the subhalo that contains the host galaxy. Where
another gas-rich galaxy is nearby, its position is indicated with a green triangle and the size of the symbol relates to the gas mass of
the subhalo (for aperture gas masses of log MGas[M] = 8, 9, 10, and 11, see legend in the upper right corner of the panels in the right
column). The fields-of-view of the plot in proper kpc is indicated in the bottom right of each figure and the database IDs for the host
and TDGC are indicated in the title of each plot.
Table 2. Overview of the TDGC selection parameters.
≥ ≤
MTDGC,gas 107M -
MTDGC,? 2.26 × 105M -
MTDGC,DM 0 0
MTDGC,BH 0 0
dTDGC−host 2 × Rh,gas min(20 × Rh,gas, 200 pkpc)
d¯TDGC−host, tb - min(2 × Rh,gas, 70 pkpc)
Mhost,gas 109M -
massive ones. A galaxy that spawns a TDG will not have
the TDG as its descendant as only a very small fraction
of its original mass will end up in the TDG. We reverse the
merger tree process for all TDG candidates that are selected
in the database query by tracing back the 20 most bound gas
particles of each TDG candidate to the previous snapshot.
If a subhalo contains > 50% of the traced TDG particles, it
is selected as candidate host galaxy of the TDG candidate.
The potential host galaxy can then be traced forward to the
selection snapshot by following the original merger tree.
We conclude that the TDG candidate consists of ma-
terial from a more massive galaxy rather than from an in-
falling gaseous substructure if (1) the host galaxy has a gas
mass of Mhost,gas > 109M at both considered snapshots and
(2) the traced TDG particles are on average closer to the
centre of the host galaxy (d¯TDGC−host,tb, where the suffix tb
stands for “traced back”) than two gas half-mass radii or
70 pkpc to the progenitor of the host galaxy (inside the
disk) and (3) the TDG at the selection snapshot is further
away from the host galaxy than two gas half-mass radii:
dTDGC−host > 2 × Rh,gas (outside the disk). As done above
for dTDGC−host, an absolute maximum value of 70 pkpc is
used for d¯TDGC−host,tb for cases where Rh,gas is not a good
representation for the disk size. Increasing this value to 150
pkpc leads to two additional identifications that would be
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2017)
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Figure 3. Composite gri colour image of the interacting galax-
ies 40017 and 1312231 (database GalaxyID), visualised with the
radiative transfer code skirt (see text). The white squares indi-
cate the location of TDGCs Ref-1 and Ref-2 within a faint tidal
arm. The corresponding neutral gas column density distribution
is shown in the bottom middle panel of Fig. 2. The extent of the
figure is 170 pkpc.
rejected as TDGCs, as the traced back particles are clearly
far outside the gaseous disk on visual inspection.
Table 2 summarizes the selection parameters described
above. The parameters are as non-restrictive as possi-
ble while still assuring that the resulting TDGC can be
marginally resolved with at least ≈ 44 gas particles (the me-
dian gas mass of the TDGC sample is resolved by more than
350 particles). For reference, EAGLE uses 58 neighbours for
the SPH interpolation and 48 neighbouring particles to dis-
tribute stellar mass loss.
Limiting the host galaxy gas mass to Mhost,gas > 109M
ensures that the TDGCs can still be identified if only 1% of
the gas mass of the host galaxy collapses into the TDGC. Re-
ducing the minimum host galaxy mass to 108.5M results in
a few additional identifications that do not satisfy the crite-
ria for the traced-back particles. The final sample is therefore
not sensitive to a reduction of Mhost,gas. Increasing the min-
imum host galaxy gas mass to 109.5M, on the other hand,
would remove two TDGCs that now are included in the final
sample. As we are not aiming to quantify the TDGC popu-
lation in EAGLE, the main result of this work is insensitive
to the exact values of any of the selection parameters.
These selection criteria are not unique to TDGs: grav-
itationally bound objects that form in material that is
ram pressure stripped from their host galaxies fall into
the same category. This other type of dark matter free,
anti-hierarchically formed objects was named “fireballs” by
Yoshida et al. (2008) to distinguish them from TDGs. We
therefore only further consider TDGs that originate from a
host galaxy that is involved in a galaxy interaction. For the
small number of TDGs identified here, an ongoing galaxy
interaction is visually confirmed, while merger events are
constructed from the database.
From the algorithmically determined sample, one candi-
date (Rej-1, Fig. B1) was rejected based on its extremely low
stellar metallicity (log10 Z/Z < −3, > 1σ below the mass-
metallicity relation). The stars in Rej-1 formed from very
metal-poor gas very close to the snapshot where it was iden-
tified as a bound structure. TDGs inherit the enriched gas of
their host galaxy but the star particles in Rej-1 have metal-
licities that are ≈ three orders of magnitude lower than the
metallicity of their parent galaxy. A second candidate (Rej-
2, Fig. B2) was rejected as its host galaxy is not involved
in a galaxy interaction and morphologically it resembles a
“fireball” (for a recent observation of star formation in ram
pressure stripped gas, see e.g. Gullieuszik et al. 2017). For
details of the rejected candidates, see Appendix B.
3 RESULTS
Table 3 lists the properties of the TDG candidates (6 from
RefL0025N0752 and 4 from RecalL0025N0752) and their
host galaxies both at the selection snapshot (SN) as well as
at the previous snapshot (SN-1) identified between redshifts
of 2 (snapshot 15) and 0 (snapshot 28).
The column density distributions of neutral hydrogen2
for the ten TDG candidates and their environments are pre-
sented in Fig. 2 and Figs. A1 to A8. More information about
the individual TDGCs and their host galaxies is given in the
caption of these figures.
Complementary to the gas distributions, Fig. 3 shows
the interacting pair of galaxies that form the two TDGCs
Ref-1 and Ref-2 in optical / near-infrared colours. Mock
rgb images in the SDSS gri bands are generated by post-
processing the stars and gas with the Monte Carlo radiative
transfer code skirt (Baes et al. 2003, 2011; Camps & Baes
2015). This code allows for the accurate computation of the
absorption and scattering of stellar light off of dust grains,
taking into account the full 3D structure of the stars and
gas in galaxies. We adopt the same radiative transfer pa-
rameters as Trayford et al. (2017), but note that we do not
perform their subsampling of young stellar component or
modelling of H ii regions, but rather model all stellar par-
ticles using galexev (Bruzual & Charlot 2003) SEDs, as-
suming a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function. Images are
obtained at 0.477 micron, 0.6231 micron, and 0.7625 micron
2 The EAGLE particle data includes the hydrogen mass fraction
for each SPH particle but the hydrogen mass is not further split
up into its individual components (H i, H ii, H2) as this would
require computationally expensive radiative transfer and chemi-
cal network calculations. Rahmati et al. (2013) provide a fitting
formula for the neutral (H i + H2) hydrogen fraction that is cali-
brated to smaller simulations with detailed radiation transport
modelling. The approximation from Rahmati et al. (2013) in-
cludes self-shielding and depends on the density and temperature
of the gas, as well as on the photoionisation rate. For consistency
we use the redshift-dependent UV background from Haardt &
Madau (2001) as the same radiation field is used to calculate the
cooling rates in EAGLE (from Wiersma et al. 2009). Gas particles
are limited by a pressure floor that is described as an equation
of state. The gas temperature is set to 104 K for particles with
temperatures that are within 0.5 dex of the equation of state (as
in Bahe´ et al. 2016).
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Figure 4. Stellar metallicity and masses for all TDG candidates (red points) together with the mass metallicity relation at the TDG
selection redshift (greyscale histogram) for all subhalos with a DM mass of more than 10% of their baryonic aperture mass and non-zero
stellar metallicities. The histogram shows the logarithmic number of objects in each bin and the dashed white line is the median of the
selected dwarf galaxy sample. The stellar metallicity is normalised to Z = 0.0127. The left six panels are for TDG candidates identified
in RefL0025N0752 and the right four panels are for TDG candidates identified in RecalL0025N0752.
(the effective wavelengths of the SDSS g, r, and i filters, re-
spectively), and reprocessed into RGB images following the
procedure of Lupton et al. (2004). Despite the low surface
brightness of the tidal arm, its blue colour is indicative of a
young stellar component. The z = 0 star formation rates are
0.2 (Ref-2) and 0.3 M yr−1 (Ref-1) and the youngest star
particles in both TDGCs formed less than 50 Myr before
the snapshot.
Observed TDGs have metallicities that are elevated
with respect to the mass-metallicity relation of hierarchi-
cally formed dwarf galaxies (DGs) as their gas is already pre-
enriched in the host galaxy (see e.g. Duc et al. 2000; Weil-
bacher et al. 2003; Croxall et al. 2009). In Fig. 4 the stellar
metallicity of the TDG candidate is compared to the stellar
metallicities of DGs with similar stellar masses. Seven out of
ten TDGCs have elevated metallicities for their stellar mass
(>1σ above the average) and three TDGCs have average
metallicities (within ±1σ). Note that the mass-metallicity
relation is redshift-dependent and the TDGCs that have el-
evated metallicities at z = 2 would lie on the z = 0 relation
(Fig. 4) if they evolved passively until the present-day, as
expected from chemical models (Recchi et al. 2015).
The TDGCs selected in our sample have gas masses
from 4.8× 107M to 5.2× 108M (median: 8.4× 107M) and
stellar masses of ≈ 106M (median: 1.7 × 106M). At their
selection snapshot they are at a median distance of 38 pkpc
from the centre of their host galaxy. Two TDGCs at redshift
0 (Ref-1, Ref-2) and two TDGCs at redshift 2 (Recal-2 and
Recal-3) are formed out of the same host galaxy. This could
be a hint that the TDG formation per galaxy interaction
is more efficient than what would be derived from the total
numbers here, but the time window during which they can
be identified in the simulation might be short relative to
the timespan between two snapshots. This is not necessarily
related to the physical survival time of TDGCs, but could be
related to the poorly sampled feedback or the pressure floor
that prohibits the TDGs from collapsing further, increasing
their binding energy (see Sec 4).
All but one TDGC in the reference simulation are iden-
tified after z = 1 while all TDGCs in the re-calibrated simu-
lation formed prior to z = 1. Only more detailed simulations
can show if this behaviour is indeed linked to the different
feedback descriptions or if it is a spurious result caused by
the small total number of TDGs that can be investigated
here due to the limitations discussed in Sec. 4.
The sample of observed TDGs is not limited to binary
mergers, their formation is also observed in denser environ-
ments, such as compact groups of galaxies. For examples
see e.g. Temporin et al. (2003) for a TDG in CG J1720-
67.8, Torres-Flores et al. (2009, 2014) in Robert’s Quartet,
Mendes de Oliveira et al. (2001) in Stephan’s Quintet, Eigen-
thaler et al. (2015) in HCG 91, and de Mello et al. (2008)
for two candiates in HCG 100. The high space density in
combination with the low velocity dispersion of the galax-
ies in compact groups is a favourable environment for the
formation of extended tidal arms compared to both field
galaxies and galaxies in clusters. In spite of the small sam-
ple size one TDGC presented here (Ref-5, Fig. A4) forms
in a compact group of galaxies, and another TDGC (Ref-
3, Fig. A2) forms in a high speed encounter with a relative
velocity of ≈ 430 km s−13. While the wide range of different
environments that result in the formation of TDGCs in EA-
GLE is promising, the low number of candidates does not
allow for a quantitative investigation on the impact of the
environment on the formation of TDGs.
The higher gas fractions of high redshift (z ≈ 2) discs
trigger gravitational instabilities that can lead to the for-
mation of massive gas clumps. In galaxy interactions these
clumps can be expelled from their parent galaxy (see e.g.
Bournaud et al. 2011; Fensch et al. 2017). This is poten-
tially a separate formation scenario for TDGs compared to
the gravitational collapse of gas directly in the tidal arm.
3 Observations show that TDGs can indeed form in high-speed
encounters. As an example, the TDGs in the tidal debris around
NGC5291 likely formed in a galaxy collision with a relative ve-
locity at impact of 1250 km s−1, according to numerical models of
Bournaud et al. (2007).
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TDGCs in EAGLE indeed form in decreasingly prominent
tidal arms with increasing redshift and the host galaxies of
the z = 2 TDG candidates (Ref-6, Recal-2, Recal-3) clearly
show a clumpy morphology. subfind does not identify the
TDG progenitor in the previous snapshot at z = 2.24, but
it remains unclear if this is a clear indication that the grav-
itational collapse occurs outside the galaxy disc, or if this
can be attributed to the lack of resolution. Higher resolu-
tion simulations can help to quantify the difference between
low and high-z TDG formation.
Cosmological simulations provide an unbiased view on
the dependence of the TDG formation rate on both redshift
and environment. The exemplary TDGCs presented in this
work cover a wide range of possible formation scenarios and
show that state-of-the-art cosmological simulations are ap-
proaching the necessary resolution to study these questions
quantitatively.
4 DISCUSSION
The initial mass of a baryonic particle in the high-resolution
EAGLE simulations is mg,star = 2.26 × 105 M (the individ-
ual particle mass can vary due to stellar mass loss) and the
median gas mass of the identified TDGCs is 8.4 × 107M
(median stellar mass: 1.7× 106M). The number of gas par-
ticles (≈ 370 for the median gas mass) is therefore sufficient
to study the formation of these gravitationally-bound struc-
tures as a result of galaxy interactions, but for the subse-
quent evolution of TDGs, detailed modelling of their internal
stellar feedback processes, in addition to the external tidal
field, is crucial. Star formation in EAGLE is implemented
stochastically because of the fixed mass resolution of stellar
particles. For TDGs and other low-mass objects the stel-
lar population is not fully sampled. For the initial TDGC
selection the stellar mass is required to be non-zero as the
stellar metallicity of TDGCs is compared to the stellar mass-
metallicity relation. As the total stellar mass of each TDG
candidate is close to the particle mass and star formation is
implemented stochastically, the selection on non-zero stellar
masses is partly determined by the stochastic implementa-
tion of the star formation process which introduces a scatter
in the identification. If, on the other hand, a TDGC stochas-
tically forms too many stars, the effects of stellar feedback in
both the energy budget and the metal enrichment are likely
overestimated. Future higher-resolution simulations (cosmo-
logical boxes or zoom-in simulations) will allow for a less
stochastic TDG identification.
Extended tidal arms in interacting galaxies are typically
observed in H i, but the neutral gas phase is not yet accu-
rately modelled in cosmological simulations. In order to pre-
vent artificial fragmentation, a pressure floor is imposed that
keeps the gas (dynamically) warm at high densities. Dense
gas in EAGLE follows an equation of state and the neutral
gas phase (and the star formation within it) is described by
sub-grid recipes. For tidal arms that consist mainly of neu-
tral gas, the artificial pressure floor can prevent the collapse
into small structures such as TDGs. Increasing the resolu-
tion would enable the pressure floor to be lowered and in
combination with a more detailed treatment of the neutral
gas phase, the collapse of structures within tidal arms could
be investigated more quantitatively.
As another side effect of the pressure floor, the spa-
tial extent of the TDGCs is not very reliable and therefore
not investigated here. Especially for the high-redshift candi-
dates, the dark matter-free bound structures could also be
the birthplaces of massive compact star clusters that are ob-
served as globular clusters in the local Universe, rather than
extended high redshift TDGs. The minimum gravitational
softening length of 350 pkpc precludes the discrimination
between a compact massive star cluster with a half-mass
radius of few ppc that formed in one single star formation
event (e.g. globular cluster progenitor) and a more extended
object with more moderate star formation.
To identify TDGs that form within a cosmological sim-
ulation and to study the properties of their host galaxies
and the interactions they are involved in, the halo-finding
algorithm has to accurately assign particles to substruc-
tures even during close encounters. Behroozi et al. (2015)
compared five halo-finding algorithms during major mergers
and found significant differences in the substructures they
identified. In one example they started with two identical
haloes at rest at a separation of 2700 kpc. During the en-
counter, the mass ratio between the two substructures that
subfind identifies is much lower than 1 (see their figure 4)
and during the late stages of the merger one of the substruc-
tures disappears completely for two snapshots and reappears
again afterwards. This interaction would not be classified as
a major merger as the mass ratio from subfind is lower
than 1:4 for most of its evolution. For the construction of
the merger trees for the EAGLE simulation, the disappear-
ance and reappearance of subhalos in subfind is taken into
account (Qu et al. 2017). However, algorithms that track
particles in time such as hbt (Hierarchical Bound-Tracing
algorithm, Han et al. 2012) or that identify structures in
phase-space such as the rockstar halo finder (Behroozi
et al. 2013) or velociraptor (Elahi et al. 2011) conserve
the correct mass ratio better in these situations.
The EAGLE database lists the sizes of the stellar disks
of galaxies in terms of their half-mass radii for different aper-
ture sizes but for the gaseous disk only the half mass radius
of the complete subhalo is included. Especially for subhalo
0, the background halo to which all particles are assigned
that are bound to the FoF group but not to any other sub-
structure, the half-mass radius can be very large (several
hundred kpc). This size does not reflect the properties of
the gas distribution of the central galaxy because it includes
the low-density gas in the circumgalactic medium. Deter-
mining whether a substructure is located inside or outside
the gaseous disk is therefore not straightforward. Includ-
ing the half-mass radius for gas within an aperture in the
database, as is done for the stellar half-mass radius, would
already partially solve this problem. For a quantitive study
this could be calculated for different aperture sizes analo-
gously to the stellar half-mass radii for the full galaxy pop-
ulation in EAGLE. For the identification of the exemplary
objects presented here, we imposed a limit on the absolute
distance in proper kpc to account for central galaxies with
too large half-mass radii (see Sec. 2.3).
The merger trees for cosmological simulations in gen-
eral exclusively trace hierarchical structure formation. Fu-
ture simulations with higher resolution can resolve the birth-
places of anti-hierarchically formed structures, such as glob-
ular clusters, TDGs or ram-pressure stripped dwarf galaxies.
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Figure 5. The small-scale (200 pkpc, top panels) and large-scale (1200 pkpc, bottom panels) environments at the same simulation box
coordinates in RefL0025N0752 (left panels) and RecalL0025N0752 (right panels) at z = 0. The bottom panels show the column density
of ionised hydrogen (H ii; red) and neutral hydrogen (H i and H2; grey) that belongs to the FoF group (Nr. 4 in Ref and Nr. 7 in Recal,
see text). The neutral hydrogen fraction is calculated with the fitting formula from Rahmati et al. (2013). The top panels show the
composite gri colour image (as Fig. 3) of the region indicated with a black square. The interacting galaxy pair highlighted in the top left
panel includes the host galaxy of TDGCs Ref-1 and Ref-2 (white squares). While both simulations have an interacting pair of galaxies at
the same position as well as a similar large-scale environment, the participation galaxies have different gas fractions and are at a slightly
different merger stage.
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Table 3. List of identified TDG candidates. The last two rows list the median and mean values for all TDGCs. Column 1: consecutive
identification number for the TDG candidates within this work; column 2: snapshot number where the TDGC is identified; column 3:
redshift; columns 4-6: TDG candidate properties: database identifier (column 4), aperture gas mass (column 5), and aperture stellar
mass (column 6); columns 7 - 11: host galaxy properties at the snapshot where the candidate is selected: database identifier (column
7), distance to the centre of potential of the host galaxy (column 8), aperture gas mass (column 9), aperture stellar mass (column 10),
and aperture dark matter mass (column 11); columns 12 - 15: as columns 8 - 11 but for the snapshot before the TDGC selection. The
distance (column 13) here is the mean distance between the traced-back TDG particles and the progenitor of the host galaxy.
# SN z TDG candidate Host galaxy candidate [SN] Host galaxy candidate [SN-1]
ID MGas/ MStars/ ID d/ MGas/ MStar/ MDM/ d¯/ MGas/ MStar/ MDM/
106M 106M pkpc 109M 109M 109M pkpc 109M 109M 109M
RefL0025N0752
Ref-1 28 0.0 7592323 60.1 4.6 40017 24.0 3.4 14.8 47.3 15.5 10.2 19.1 121.7
Ref-2 28 0.0 7592324 47.9 2.1 40017 50.9 3.4 14.8 47.3 17.4 10.2 19.1 121.7
Ref-3 24 0.4 1326560 72.5 2.0 45588 26.8 2.8 7.3 26.8 41.2 7.3 8.5 115.7
Ref-4 20 0.9 785066 92.6 1.3 785838 10.1 1.3 0.4 4.8 13.0 3.9 0.3 22.8
Ref-5 20 0.9 6776662 386.6 0.2 1544074 73.8 6.0 3.6 74.0 52.0 6.1 3.0 76.4
Ref-6 15 2.0 1858256 107.0 0.6 1861291 21.8 19.1 11.8 189.5 51.4 15.1 7.5 181.4
RecalL0025N0752
Recal-1 19 1.0 1837214 63.2 2.2 6712351 47.8 6.5 9.7 104.5 21.7 14.0 8.2 133.8
Recal-2 15 2.0 1819619 137.9 1.1 1822350 41.0 17.0 10.9 163.3 42.4 18.9 7.0 192.3
Recal-3 15 2.0 1819751 75.4 0.7 1822350 34.5 17.0 10.9 163.3 39.4 18.9 7.0 192.3
Recal-4 15 2.0 1655441 519.9 3.3 6836598 45.7 3.7 0.2 35.1 14.8 7.2 0.1 51.2
median 0.95 84.0 1.7 37.8 4.9 10.3 60.7 30.6 10.2 7.3 121.7
mean 1.12 156.3 1.8 37.6 8.0 8.4 85.6 30.9 11.2 8.0 120.9
These objects could be more easily identified and studied in
greater detail if a “reversed” merger tree, in addition to the
information about the hierarchical growth of structures, is
constructed for all bound structures in the box.
For the purposes of this study, the temporal spacing of
the snapshots in the EAGLE database is coarse. For objects
whose formation, but not yet evolution, can be traced, the
long duration between snapshots is challenging and could
result in a large underestimation of formation rates in more
quantitative studies. Only for the high-redshift object de-
tected here, the TDGC is already starting to form at the
snapshot prior to the selection snapshot, while for the low-
redshift objects the traced-back TDGC particles are still
distributed over a large volume within the host galaxy. A
higher snapshot frequency would also enable better con-
straint of the geometry of the galaxy interaction. For Re-
calL0025N0752 additional outputs with finer time resolution
(“snipshots”) exist but not for RefL0025N0752. As in addi-
tion the database can be queried only for snapshot data, we
do not include the snipshot data for RecalL0025N0752.
The two simulation runs considered have the same ini-
tial conditions and only vary in terms of the feedback pa-
rameters. In this work, they are used as two independent
simulations to increase the expected low number of TDGCs.
The difference between the galaxy populations between the
simulations with different subgrid parameters in EAGLE is
explained in Schaye et al. (2015) and extensively studied in
Crain et al. (2015). Fig. 5 illustrates the variation for the FoF
halo that contains TDGCs Ref-1 and Ref-2. For this com-
parison the database was queried for the FoF group in Re-
cal that is closest in location as well as in logarithmic group
mass to its analogue in Ref. The large-scale column density
distributions for FoF group 4 (Ref; MCrit200 = 4.11×1012 M)
and FoF group 7 (Recal; MCrit200 = 3.90 × 1012 M) are sim-
ilar, as expected.
The neutral hydrogen distribution within the FoF group
varies significantly because of the different feedback param-
eter values whose effects accumulate as the simulation pro-
gresses. In the centre of both FoF groups two galaxies are
in a close encounter but the stage of the merger as well as
the gas and stellar masses of the involved galaxies differ (see
Table. 4 for details). The total gas mass within a 30 pkpc
aperture of the interacting galaxy pair is a factor of 2.5 larger
and the distance between the galaxies is a factor of 6 larger
in Ref compared to the galaxy pair in Recal. This explains
why two distinct gas disks are visible in Ref (see the inset
of the left panel of Fig. 5) while the gas morphology is very
perturbed without any clear gas disks in Recal (see the in-
set of the right panel of Fig. 5). We therefore do not expect
to identify the same TDGC in the two simulation boxes,
despite their identical initial conditions. For future simula-
tions, where the formation of TDGs is better resolved, the
influence of stellar feedback on the evolution of TDGs can be
studied, but this is not yet possible and therefore the TDG
candidates in the simulations are studied independently.
5 CONCLUSION
In spite of the limitations in box size, number of snap-
shots (low number of mergers), resolution, as well as in
the halo finding algorithm, we identified for the first time
TDGCs that form self-consistently in a cosmological simu-
lation. Therefore, the distribution of parameter describing
the orbits (e.g. eccentricity, impact parameter) and the in-
dividual galaxies (e.g. mass, size, angular momentum, gas
fraction) in galaxy encounters within cosmological simula-
tions is set by cosmic structure formation as well as the
mass assembly and star formation history of the participat-
ing galaxies.
We use the public database to identify TDGCs in
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Table 4. Properties of the interacting pair of galaxies in the
centre of FoF groups nr. 4 (Ref) and 7 (Recal) that are illustrated
in the inset of Fig. 5. The more massive galaxy in each pair is
denoted “Gal 1” and the less massive galaxy “Gal 2”. For all four
galaxies the IDs from the public database and their stellar and gas
masses within a 30 kpc aperture are listed. Finally, the distance
in proper kpc between each galaxy pair at z = 0 is given in the
last row. Note that the galaxy with GalaxyID = 40017 is the host
galaxy of TDGCs Ref-1 and Ref-2 (Figs. 2 and A1).
Ref Recal
Gal 1 Gal 2 Gal 1 Gal 2
GalaxyID 1312231 40017 1378064 6774613
MGas[109M] 7.9 3.4 3.2 1.4
MStar[109M] 38.2 14.8 32.1 5.7
d [pkpc] 61 10
the two high-resolution boxes (RefL0025N0752 and Re-
calL0025N0752) of the EAGLE suite of cosmological simula-
tions and select ten of them through a combination of their
database properties as well as inspection of the host galax-
ies and their immediate surroundings at the two consecutive
snapshots that bracket the time when they become gravi-
tationally bound structures. The TDGCs in EAGLE have
median gas masses of 8 × 107M and contain young stars
with elevated metallicities relative to the mass-metallicity
relation. They originate from host galaxies with median gas
masses of 1010M (5×109M) and gas fractions of 60% (32%)
at the snapshot before (at) the formation of the TDGC.
In addition to the identified TDGCs, one rejected can-
didate (Rej-2) resembles ram pressure stripped gas that is
gravitationally bound and star forming (“fireballs”), which,
whilst not the focus of this study, is clearly an interesting
class of object.
We have shown that it is already possible to find TDGCs
and similar dark matter free, bound objects in cosmological
simulations and we conclude that with the improvements
discussed in Sec. 4, especially in terms of resolution and halo
finders, the next generation of cosmological simulations will
allow a more quantitative investigation of the formation of
TDGs in a ΛCDM Universe.
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Figure A1. As Fig. 2 but for Ref-2. TDGCs Ref-1 and Ref-2 are both identified at z = 0 and originate from disk material of the same
host galaxy. Their stellar metallicity is one order of magnitude higher than is typical for other dwarf galaxies of the same mass. They
are both located in a clear tidal arm. The baryonic mass ratio of the two interacting galaxies is 2.5 at the selection time (bottom panel).
Figure A2. As Fig. 2 but for Ref-3. The traced-back particles are clearly located in the disk of their host galaxy at the snapshot before
the TDG selection. At the next snapshot, the host galaxy is interacting with the central galaxy of the same FoF group. At the selection
snapshot the two gas-rich galaxies are in a close high-speed encounter with a relative velocity of ≈ 430 km s−1 and do not merge until
redshift 0 (4 Gyr later). The stellar metallicity of the TDGC lies close to the mean mass-metallicity relation of hierarchically formed
dwarf galaxies (see Fig. 4).
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Figure A3. As Fig. 2 but for Ref-4. The traced back particles are located within the gaseous disk of their host galaxy and the host
galaxy is involved in a close galaxy interaction with a baryonic mass ratio of 1:13 (gas mass ratio 1:6) at the TDGC selection redshift.
For these low mass ratios it is still possible to produce long tidal arms if the host galaxy is the less massive one as in this case. At the
selection snapshot the TDGC is very close to its host galaxy. Tracing the TDG particles forward to the next snapshot reveals that they
did not fall back onto the host galaxy but are being ejected to an average distance of ≈ 100 pkpc. Due to the limited resolution, it is
not possible to determine for how long this TDGC would stay gravitationally bound. The stellar metallicity of Ref-4 is slightly enhanced
relative to the mass-metallicity relation (see Fig. 4).
Figure A4. As Fig. 2 but for Ref-5. This TDGC is part of a complicated galaxy interaction involving four galaxies (only three are shown
here). The traced back particles are not clearly located in the disk at the snapshot before the TDG selection as the disk is already very
perturbed. The host galaxy merges until the next snapshot (z = 0.74) with the 2.7 times less massive galaxy (baryonic mass ratio) closest
to the TDGC in the bottom panels. The stellar metallicity is clearly above the mass-metallicity relation. This example illustrates that
the formation of TDGCs is not necessarily limited to galaxy pairs as studied in idealised galaxy interaction simulations.
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Figure A5. As Fig. 2 but for Ref-6. The host galaxy merges with another galaxy with 5 times less baryonic mass before the TDG
selection snapshot. The traced-back particles are already outside the disks of the merging galaxies but as the difference in lookback
time between snapshots 14 and 15 is only around 330 Myr, the traced back TDGs particles are already located close to each other and
in the process of collapsing into the TDGCs seen at snapshot 15. This is supported by tracing back the particles for another 300 Myr
to snapshot 13, where the particles are already within one clump, but subfind only identifies the clump as gravitationally bound at
snapshot 15. The stellar metallicity follows the mass-metallicity relation.
Figure A6. As Fig. 2 but for Recal-1. As seen in Fig. 4, Recal-1 shows a very clear excess stellar metallicity. The traced back particles
are located within the disk of the host galaxy and an interaction is visible in the snapshot before the TDG selection (top panel). The
other involved galaxy (triangle symbol) is twice as massive in baryons as the TDGC host galaxy but has a low gas fraction (≈ 11% of
the baryonic mass in the 30 pkpc aperture). The interaction does result in a merger until z = 0.
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Figure A7. As Fig. 2 but for Recal-2 (top two panels) and Recal-3 (bottom two panels). The closely separated TDGCs originate from
the same host galaxy that is in a close encounter at snapshot 14. Their metallicities are clearly above the mean mass-metallicity relation
for dwarf galaxies at this redshift (see Fig. 4). Note that the difference in lookback time between snapshots 14 (z = 2.24) and 15 (z = 2.01)
is only around 330 Myr.
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Figure A8. As Fig. 2 but for TDGC Recal-4. While the stellar metallicity is not clearly elevated (Fig. 4), the TDG material originates
from a close interaction and forms a gravitationally bound structure between redshifts 2.24 (snapshot 14) and 2 (snapshot 15).
Figure B1. As Fig. 2 but for Rej-1. Visually, this candidate looks like it has a tidal origin: the traced back particles are located in the
outskirts of the host galaxy and the TDGC forms within the bridge between two interacting galaxies. However, the extremely low stellar
metallicity of the candidate (log10 Z/Z < −3) compared to the much higher stellar metallicity of the host galaxy at both snapshots
(log10 Z/Z = −0.21 at z = 1.49 and log10 Z/Z = −0.33 at z = 1.74) hint at a misidentification of an in-falling structure.
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Figure B2. As Fig. 2 but for Rej-2. The traced-back particles are located in the outskirts of the host galaxy. No neighbouring galaxy
is located within 150 ckpc of the host galaxy at both considered snapshots. Based on the morphology and the lack of galaxy interaction
this is a candidate for a self-gravitating object that formed out of ram pressure stripped gas, even though its stellar metallicity is lower
than the mean stellar metallicity of dwarf galaxies of similar stellar masses. It is therefore excluded from our TDG sample but still an
interesting example of a “fireball” (Yoshida et al. 2008).
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